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CITY OF WINNIPEG CONSTRUCTION NOTICE

RE: 2022-2023 Regional Street Renewal Program – Rehabilitation of Grant Avenue from 150 Meters East of Kenaston Boulevard to Montrose Street

Please be advised construction on Grant Avenue from 150 meters east of Kenaston Boulevard to Montrose Street is scheduled to resume this month.

Construction start: Week of May 8, 2023
Duration: 15 Weeks

Work on Grant Avenue will include:
- concrete joint and slab repairs of the existing roadway
- full curb renewal
- placement of a new asphalt overlay
- renewal of existing sidewalks
- boulevard regrading

We will start concurrently on both the rehabilitation and unfinished sidewalk and road work started in 2022. Work will start the week of May 8th, 2023. We expect to be completed by the end of August 2023.

Traffic impacts during construction:
- On-street parking will be removed
- Traffic will be reduced to one lane in each direction
- Access to businesses/residences will be maintained along with pedestrian access and Transit service

We recognize this project will cause some inconvenience and apologize for the disruption.

If you have any concerns regarding access off Grant Avenue, such as large truck access, hours of operation, and ability to close approaches to expedite construction or any accessibility needs, please call us at 204-977-8370 or email gcoolidge@morrisonhershfield.com.

We appreciate your patience during construction and look forward to the newly rehabilitated roadway in 2023.

Sincerely,
Morrison Hershfield Limited

Gwen Coolidge, P. Eng.
Contract Administrator

For more information on major construction projects:
Visit winnipeg.ca/publicworks or call 311
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